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Abstract—Secret-key constructions are often proved secure in
a model where one or more underlying components are replaced
by an idealized oracle accessible to the attacker. This model
gives rise to information-theoretic security analyses, and several
advances have been made in this area over the last few years.
This paper provides a systematic overview of what is achievable
in this model, and how existing works fit into this view.
Index Terms—Cryptography, provable security, ideal-primitive
model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cryptographic systems are often proved secure under computational assumptions, such as the hardness of a certain
computational problem at hand. This approach is by now
standard, yet many practical schemes cannot be proved secure
under such assumptions despite being seemingly sound.
An alternative is to carry out the security analysis in the socalled ideal primitive model (IPM): One starts by identifying
a building block B of a cryptographic construction C = C[B],
and modeling an “idealized” version I of B. Then, one proves
that the construction C is secure when B is replaced by I,
and the attacker can evaluate I. Typically, these proofs are
completely information-theoretic, i.e., security holds against
attackers only bounded in the number of calls to I but
otherwise computationally unrestricted.
An IPM security proof is a heuristic argument towards
the security of the real construction C[B]: It excludes any
attack that would use B in a black-box way, and hence,
any successful attack would have to exploit some structural
weakness of the real primitive B. Generally, IPM proofs do
not imply that I can be replaced by some concrete algorithm
B and retain security. Still, they are often the only way to
validate the security of many practical constructions.
This paper considers constructions of secret-key primitives
in the IPM (and more concretely, pseudorandom functions
and permutations, defined below), a problem that has gained
widespread attention over the last few years. First, we are going to provide a unified treatment of the problem, highlighting
the inherent barriers in terms of achievability. Second, we will
survey some existing results and see how they fit within this
general treatment. We also provide two results (Theorem 1
and Theorem 3) that are new to the best of our knowledge,
and help better define the landscape.
The motivation for these results has been mostly practical,
as these results often validate block-cipher designs. Here,

however, we focus on the development of a general theory
of cryptographic constructions in ideal models, rather than on
the practical implications of these results.
II. I DEAL P RIMITIVES AND S ECRET-K EY C ONSTRUCTIONS
A. Ideal primitives
We start by formalizing the concept of an ideal primitive
using notation inspired from [27]. An ideal primitive I is a
system that initially samples as its state a function I according
to some probability distribution, and then gives access to it
in forms of queries, i.e., on input x it returns I(x).1 The
following are typical examples:
- A random function Rn,m gives access to a function R :
{0, 1}n → {0, 1}m chosen uniformly at random. It is also
useful to consider a random oracle R∗,m , which takes
arbitrary-length inputs, instead of n-bit long ones.
- A random permutation Pn replies to both forward queries
(x, +), and backward queries (y, −), returning π(x) and
π −1 (y), respectively, for a permutation π on n-bit strings
chosen uniformly at random.
- An extension is an ideal cipher Eκ,n which replies
to both forward queries (k, x, +), and backward
queries (k, y, −), where k ∈ {0, 1}κ , returning πk (x)
and πk−1 (y), respectively, where the 2κ permutations
{πk }k∈{0,1}κ on the n-bit strings are chosen independently uniformly at random. We also write Eκ,n
to
k
identify the random permutation obtained by restricting
queries to πk .
We often omit the parameters given as superscripts when clear
from the context. Also, we are going to write I(x) to denote
invoking the random primitive I on input x. Often, we write
P(x) or P−1 (y) instead of P(x, +) and P(y, −).
B. Pseudorandom functions and permutations
In this paper, we focus on the problem building pseudorandom functions (PRFs) and permutations (PRPs) from ideal
primitives. PRFs and PRPs are universal for symmetric cryptography, meaning that all conventional secret-key primitives
can be built in a black-box way from them. Concretely, we
consider deterministic constructions C = C[I] that invoke
1 Note that efficient implementations of I usually use lazy sampling, i.e.,
they generate I on the fly query after query, keeping this partial state as a
table.

an ideal primitive I to implement a keyed function C[I] :
{0, 1}w × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}r , where d ∈ N ∪ {∗}. The first
argument is referred to as the key, and the second as the input.
PRF security demands that CK [I] = C[I](K, ·) (for a
random secret K) behaves as Rd,r for bounded adversaries.
Concretely, let A be an adversary, i.e., a computationally
unbounded machine that can query one or more oracles, and
finally outputs a decision bit. We define the PRF advantage
of A against C as the quantity
h
i
h d,r
i
CK [I],I
Advprf
⇒ 1 − P AR ,I ⇒ 1 ,
C (A) = P A
where K is a uniform w-bit string. Note that here A gets access
to two oracles, namely CK [I] and I in the “real world”, as well
as Rd,r and I in the “ideal world.” In particular, in the real
world, both oracles are correlated, whereas in the ideal world
they are independent. Queries to the first oracle are called
construction queries, whereas queries to the second oracle are
called primitive queries.
We also say that E : {0, 1}w × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n is (κ, n)block cipher if Ek = E(k, ·) is a permutation for all k. If C[I]
is a (κ, n)-block cipher, then we define the PRP advantage of
an adversary A against C as the quantity
h
i
h n
i
CK [I],I
Advprp
⇒ 1 − P AP ,I ⇒ 1 ,
C (A) = P A
where we abuse notation by denoting as CK [I] to oracle that
answers forward queries (x, +) via CK [I](x) and backward
queries (y, −) as CK [I]−1 (y).
Finally, we say that C is a (qC , qP , ε)-PRF if Advprf
C (A) ≤ ε
for all adversaries A making qC construction and qP primitive
queries. We informally say that C is a (qC , qP )-PRF if it is a
(qC , qP , ε)-PRF for some small ε (e.g., ε = o(1) or ε = 2−w ).
Similarly, one can define the notions of a (qC , qP , ε)-PRP and
a (qC , qP )-PRP.
III. G ENERIC ATTACKS
Here, we want to understand what are the largest qC and
qP such that a construction can be a (qC , qP )-secure PRF or
PRP. We give two generic attacks establishing such bounds.
R ANDOMNESS EXHAUSTION ATTACK : For a primitive I ∈
{Rn,m , Pn , Eκ,n }, let q(I) be the number of queries necessary to recover its internal randomness I. (I.e., q(Rn,m ) =
q(Pn ) = 2n , q(Eκ,n ) = 2κ+n .) Moreover, for q < q(I), let
Iq (I) be the minimum (over all sequences of q queries to I)
of the number of possible states of the internal randomness of
I consistent with these q queries. Also, let Rq (I) = log Iq (I).
For example, Rq (Rn,m ) = (2n − q) · m.
Theorem 1: Let C = C[I] : {0, 1}w ×{0, 1}d → {0, 1}r . For
all qP < q(I), therelexists an adversary
A asking qP primitive
m
Rqp (I)+w+∆
construction
queries, such
queries and qC =
r
that
−∆
Advprf
.
C (A) ≥ 1 − 2
Proof: The adversary A asks q = qP primitive queries
minimizing the number of consistent states I to be Iq (I) =
2Rq (I) , and qC distinct construction queries. Then, given the
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Fig. 1. The construction M3 .

query-answer pairs xi , yi for i ∈ [qC ], the adversary A checks
whether there exists some I consistent with the qP primitive
queries, and a key k ∈ {0, 1}w such that Ck [I](xi ) = yi for all
i ∈ [qc ]. If so, it outputs 1, if not it outputs 0. Clearly, A always
outputs 1 in the real world. In the ideal world, the adversary
obtains at least Rq (I) + w + ∆ bits of randomness, yet there
are at most 2Rq (I)+w choices of I and k, and thus at most
so many sequences of qC pairs (xi , yi ) that can appear in the
real world. Thus, the distinguisher outputs 1 with probability
at most 2−∆ , i.e., the probability that the random outputs hit
one of these sequences.
The above attack implies that any PRF construction based
on I can only be secure against adversaries with qP  q(I)
and qC  q(I). The same attack can also be used against PRP
security, with the term 2−∆ replaced by a slightly larger one.
K EY- SEARCH ATTACK : Another simple attack tries out all
keys and checks them for consistency with construction
queries. This is summarized by the following theorem, whose
proof is omitted. (The same attack applies to PRP security,
with only a slightly larger term instead of 2w−rqC .)
Theorem 2: Let C = C[I] : {0, 1}w × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}r ,
and let t be an upper bound on the number of queries C makes
to I upon each invocation. Then there exists an adversary A
asking qC construction queries and qP ≤ tqC 2w primitive
w−rqC
queries such that Advprf
.
C (A) ≥ 1 − 2
IV. C ONSTRUCTIONS FROM R ANDOM P ERMUTATIONS AND
F UNCTIONS
In this section, we discuss the question of building a PRF or
a PRP from a random function Rn,m or a random permutation
Pn . We note that the best we can hope for here is to build a
(2n , 2n )-PRF or a (2n , 2n )-PRP, and we will see how close
we get to this. We note that such constructions have been
considered in the context of justifying block-cipher designs
from some (unkeyed) function or permutation.
A. Constructing PRFs
As far as we know, all PRF constructions (without invertibility properties) from a random function R = Rn,m in
the literature fall short of achieving (2n , 2n )-PRF security.
Here, we show that the following construction M` [R] (cf. also
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Fig. 2. The key-alternating cipher KAC[P1 , . . . , P` ] of length `.

Fig. 1) is sufficient to achieve this: Given key k = (k1 , . . . , k` ),
on input x ∈ {0, 1}n , it outputs
M` [R](k, x) = R(x ⊕ k1 ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ R(x ⊕ k` ) .
This construction is simliar to one used by Myers [29]
for the different problem of amplifying security of weak
pseudorandom functions. We are not aware that it was ever
analyzed for ` ≥ 2 (the analysis for ` = 1 is folklore).
The following theorem establishes its security, and implies for
example that for ` = Ω(1/ε) the construction is a (qC , qP )PRF for qC = qP = 2n(1−ε) for any ε > 0.
Theorem 3: The construction M` is a (qC , qP , ε)-PRF for
`
ε = qC · (qC + qP ) /2n` .
Here, we only give the main idea behind the proof. Using
a standard argument, one can show that to break PRP security
an attacker needs to issue a construction query x with the
property that there exists no i ∈ [`] such that x ⊕ ki is fresh,
i.e., for every i, R is evaluated on input x ⊕ ki by either
another construction query or directly as a primitive query, and
that the probability that this event occurs bounds Advprf
M` (A)
for every A. Again by a standard argument (cf. e.g. [27]), it
is sufficient to consider the probability of this event in the
ideal world, where the keys k1 , . . . , k` are independent of the
interaction. Using the independence of the keys, it is not hard
to see that the probability of this event is at most qC (qC +
qP )` /2`n .
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Fig. 3. The cascade construction CE[E] of length `.

C. PRPs from Random Functions
The question of building PRPs from a random function
was considered in the works of Gentry and Ramzan [19] and
of Lampe and Seurin [24], who gave constructions based on
Feistel networks of n-bit input PRPs from a random function
Rn/2,n/2 . In particular, the construction of [24] is (nearly) an
(2n/2 , 2n/2 )-PRP for sufficiently many rounds, which is the
best one can hope for by Theorem 1.
V. K EY-L ENGTH E XTENSION FOR B LOCK C IPHERS
A. Motivation
The key length inherently bounds the PRP security of
a block cipher. For some existing block ciphers (such as
DES) a short key represents the main security shortcoming,
even if they otherwise do not exhibit any weaknesses. This
motivated the problem of key-length extension (KLE): The
goal is to find constructions C transforming any (κ, n)-block
cipher E into a (w, n)-block cipher C[E] with w > κ and
with the property that any attack should require significantly
more than 2κ efforts, assuming that E itself contains no nongeneric weaknesses, and hence can be modeled as E = Eκ,n .
Therefore, KLE formally considers constructions C[E] of a
(w, n)-block cipher for w > κ which we want to prove to be
secure PRPs, noting that the best we can hope for is a (qC , qP )PRP for qC and qP approaching 2n and 2κ+n , respectively.
B. Plain Cascades

The question of building PRPs from a random permutation
Pn was first considered by Even and Mansour [13]. Their
construction, given keys (k1 , k2 ) and input x, outputs

The most natural KLE approach is to apply the block cipher
repeatedly using an independent key at each step – this is
usually referred to as cascading. Formally, the cascade of
length ` for E = Eκ,n is the (` · κ, n)-block cipher which,
on input key k = (k1 , . . . , k` ) and plaintext x, returns

EM[P]((k1 , k2 ), x) = k2 ⊕ P(x ⊕ k1 ) .

CE` [E](k, x) = (Ek` ◦ · · · ◦ Ek1 )(x) .

The construction is a (qC , qP )-PRP as long as qC · qP ≤ 2n ,
even when k1 = k2 [12]. This construction can be generalized
to multiple rounds, and is usually called a key-alternating
cipher (KAC) (see Fig. 2). This structure is in fact used also
within the AES block cipher, and this fact has motivated a
recent line of works [5], [30], [22], [7] showing that for `
rounds, KACs are a (qC , qP )-PRP as long as qC qP`  2`n .
`−1
This for example tolerates qC = 2n and qP = 2n ` ,
which is nearly optimal for growing `. Several variants of
length-two KACs with repeated keys or permutations were
considered in [6]. The results on KACs also have implications
for the security of related constructions called XOR-cascades,
as discussed below in Section V-C.

A cascade of length ` is depicted in Figure 3. In practice,
the cascade of length ` = 3 underlies the widely deployed
Triple-DES (3DES) standard [1].
We note that plain cascades have been the object of security
analyses in the standard-model, showing that they can be used
to amplify the security of weak pseudorandom permutations.
Describing these works is beyond the scope of this paper, but
we refer the reader to [31] for an overview.

B. PRPs from random permutations

(1)

S ECURITY B OUNDS : A length-two cascade does not increase
security in terms of the number of tolerable primitive queries
due to the meet-in-the-middle attack [11]. Nonetheless, a slight
security increase in terms of smaller distinguishing advantage
ε was shown in [2] when qP < 2κ .

Bellare and Rogaway [4] were the first to prove that CE3
is a (qC , qP )-PRP whenever qC ≤ 2n and

log(qP )  κ + min κ2 , n2 .
Gaži and Maurer [16] subsequently showed an improvement
for odd ` ≥ 4 and κ ≤ n, showing CE` is a (qC , qP )-PRP
when qC ≤ 2n and
o
n
2`
· κ, κ + n2 .
log(qP )  min `+1
With increasing ` the right-hand side approaches
min 2κ, κ + n2 . Lee [25] improved the right-hand side,
showing a better bound approaching the optimal value
of κ + min {κ, n} with increasing ` → ∞, however his
result only gives useful bounds for large ` (say ` ≥ 16).
A tight bound (matching the attacks mentioned below) was
finally given by Dai, Lee, Mennink, and Steinberger [10],
establishing the security of a cascade of length ` as long as
qC ≤ 2n and
o
n 0
`0 −2
·
κ,
·
n
,
log(qP )  κ + min ` −2
0
2
`
where `0 = 2 · d`/2e denotes the smallest even integer not
smaller than `.
A recent work [15] initiated the study of plain cascades in
a more fine-grained (and cryptographically more appropriate)
setting where qC can be smaller than 2n . In this setting, [15]
prove that plain cascades of length ` = 2r + 1 are secure
whenever
log(qC ) + r log(qP )  r(κ + n) ∧ log(qC )  κ
∧ log(qP )  2κ .
They also show a very similar bound for the two-key variant
in the ` = 3 case, where the first and the third encryption keys
are identical (as proposed in the 3DES standard).
G ENERIC ATTACKS : A parallel (and overlapping) line of
works investigates so-called generic attacks against cascades.
These are attacks that compromise its PRP-security (as described above) in the ideal-cipher model, i.e., by accessing
the block-cipher as a black box and hence not exploiting any
potential weaknesses of its inner workings.
Lucks [26] presented the to-date best known attack on
cascades of length ` = 3, which requires roughly 2κ+n/2
queries. A generalization of this attack [18] is applicable
against cascades of length ` ∈ {2r + 1, 2r + 2}, requiring qC
construction queries and qP primitive queries, where qC , qP
satisfy
log(qC ) + r log(qP ) ≈ r(κ + n) ∧ qC ≤ qP /2κ .
C. XOR-Cascades
An alternative KLE approach uses variant of the keywhitening technique, generalizing the DESX block-cipher
construction due to Rivest. In its simplest form, one obtains the
following construction FX[E] abstracting DESX which given
three keys ki , ko , k, on input x outputs
FX[E]((ki , ko , k), x) = ko ⊕ Ek (ki ⊕ x).
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Fig. 4. The XOR-cascade construction XCE of length `.

Combining cascading and key whitening, Gaži and Tessaro [17] proposed the so-called 2-XOR-cascade (or randomized cascade) construction. It maps each n-bit message x under
a key (k, z) ∈ {0, 1}κ × {0, 1}n to
2XOR[E]((k, z), x) = Eek (Ek (x ⊕ z) ⊕ z)
where e
k is derived from k in a deterministic way (e.g. by
flipping a single bit). The natural generalization to length `
in [25], [18] is referred to as the `-XOR-cascade XCE` . Given
key (k, z) (where z = (z0 , z1 , . . . , z` )) and input x, it returns
XCE` [E]((k, z), x) = (⊕z` ◦ Eφ` (k) ◦ ⊕z`−1 ◦ Eφ`−1 (k)
◦ · · · ◦ ⊕z1 ◦ Eφ1 (k) ◦ ⊕z0 )(x),
0

0

where ⊕z maps x to x ⊕ z, and φ1 , . . . , φ` are permutations
on the κ-bit strings such that φi (k) 6= φj (k) for all k and
i 6= j. The general XOR-cascade is depicted in Figure 4.
S ECURITY B OUNDS : Kilian and Rogaway [21] showed that
FX is a (qC , qP )-PRP whenever qC · qP  2κ+n and also
provided an attack matching their bound. In contrast, the 2XOR-cascade construction [17] was proved secure as long as
qC ≤ 2n and qP ≤ 2κ+n/2 queries and this bound is also
shown tight by a matching attack.
The work by Lee [25] first considered the general case of
XOR-cascade of length ` (with independent keys) and proved
that its security approaches the optimal bound 2κ+n , while
again giving useful statements only for large `.
The security of a variant of XOR-cascades (not containing
the last whitening step) was considered in [18], where it was
reduced to the security of key-alternating ciphers discussed in
Section IV-B. This reduction, together with a tight analysis of
KACs given in [7], results in tight bounds for XOR-cascades
in the setting with 2n construction queries. A recent, more
fine-grained reduction given in [15] achieves the same for the
general case of arbitrary qC ≤ 2n , establishing that an XORcascade of length ` is secure, roughly speaking, as long as
log(qC ) + ` log(qP )  `(κ + n).
G ENERIC ATTACKS : A generic attack against XOR-cascades
was given in [18], requiring roughly qC construction queries
and qP block cipher queries for any values qC , qP such that
log(qC ) + ` log(qP ) ≈ `(κ + n) is satisfied. This attack hence
proves the above-mentioned bound to be tight.
VI. O N STRONGER SECURITY NOTIONS
There have been works targeting strictly stronger security
notions than PRF and PRP security. In particular, a series of
works considered constructions of block ciphers from random
functions [9], [20] and from random permutations [3], [23] in

the sense of indifferentiability [28]. Very recently, the notion
of PRF and PRP security against related-key attacks has also
been shown to be attainable in [14], [8]. However, the concrete
security of the constructions is far lower than that for all
aforementioned results.
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